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‘C

reating a vision board
enables you to step back and
ask yourself, “What do I really
want?” It’s a creative way of
identifying and clarifying your
priorities,’ says counselling psychologist
Kerry Acheson (Consultingkerry.co.za).
And according to life coach Kirsty Melmed
(Kirstymelmedlifecoach.com), a vision
board is a creative representation of
your dreams and desires. ‘It’s a piece
of cardboard, ideally at least A3 in size,
which has pictures and words stuck onto
it of all the things you’d like to achieve
or create in your life,’ she says.
Cool … but
does it work?

‘It absolutely does!’ says
Melmed. ‘The psychology
behind it is that by using
the power of visualisation,
you’re more likely to take
actions that will bring
those goals into being.
For example, a study
of the brain patterns
of weightlifters found
that the group who only
visualised their exercises
(but didn’t actually
physically do
them) ended
up increasing
their muscle
strength by
35%. Without
doing any
physical
exercise!
The group
who did
the actual
exercises increased their
strength by 53%, showing
that the power of the mind
and visualisation gave a
result of just 18% less.’
Then there’s also the ‘law
of attraction’, which is less
‘proven’ but still interesting.
‘The idea is that everything
vibrates at a different
frequency,’ says Melmed.

‘So when we vibrate
at a certain frequency,
we’ll attract situations
to match that vibration.
For example, have you
ever thought about a
particular friend, then
later that day bumped
into her out of the blue?
It’s the same when it
comes to attracting the
things you want in your
life. It’s called manifesting
– and using visualisation
is a powerful way to do it.’
‘Reaching your
goals begins with
first being able
to imagine and
visualise them,’
says Acheson.
The more clearly
you are able to
visualise what
you want, the
more effective
you will be
at building pathways
towards those goals.
You’ll also become more
proactive, focused and
intentional in planning
and investing efforts
to reach your goals.’
Sound like the right
way to start 2018? Time
to make your own vision
board for the year!
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‘Reaching
your goals
begins
with first
being able
to imagine
them’
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How to DIY

1 Gather old magazines
– a great source, because
they’re super-visual.
2 Flip through these
magazines and cut or tear
out anything that grabs you.
Try to avoid overthinking it:
‘Allow words and images
to jump out and “choose”
you,’ says Acheson. Rip
out anything that jumps
out at you, even if you
don’t know why. These
can be pictures or words.
‘Switch off your inner
critic, and engage with
the process with nonjudgmental curiosity,’
says Acheson. ‘It’s about
making space for yourself
to reflect on where you are,
and where you want to go.’
3 Once you’ve collected a
pile of images and words,
spread them out like a
collage on a large piece of
cardboard. (A3 size is ideal.)
4 Stick everything down
so you have one big vision
board. While you’re sticking
pieces into place, consider
why each image or word
grabbed you when you
were leafing through
magazines. You may
surprise yourself: perhaps
that holiday snap is actually
speaking to a deeper desire
you have to relocate, or that
word you tore out is speaking
to a subconscious urge to
change jobs.
‘You’ll be surprised at the
aspirations and preferences
that emerge as your visionboard collage unfolds,’ says
Acheson. ‘This may enable
you to become more aware
of hopes and dreams that
you were not previously
consciously aware of.
Images you select may
be concrete or abstract,
as long as they somehow
depict, symbolise or
represent aspects of your
hopes and aspirations.’

5 Now, in a journal or
a notebook, ‘Write down
your intentions from the
vision board,’ says Acheson.
‘Go through everything
on your board and identify
what it may be speaking to,
and how this will inform
your goals and intentions
for 2018.’ Try to identify
the key emotions you feel
with each image or word
on your board in order to
understand the deeper
dream or intention. ‘For
example, I have a picture
of a couple cooking dinner
together on my board,’ says
Melmed. ‘When I look at it,
I have a sense of being in a
partnership, which makes
me feel safe and content. The
feeling of that partnership
is the important part, rather
than finding someone who
will literally cook dinner
with me – although wouldn’t
that be lovely?’ You should
end up with a list of your
key goals for 2018. Don’t
scratch anything off if
it feels too unrealistic –
the idea is to dream big.
6 Display your vision board
somewhere where you’ll see
it every day. ‘It’s a constant
reminder to stay connected
to your aspirations,’ says
Acheson. Adds Melmed,
‘Putting your vision board
where you see it daily is
a fantastic way of ensuring
that you’re visualising your
dreams and goals constantly
– especially first thing in the
morning, as this will set the
right tone for the whole day.’
7 At the end of 2018, make
time to go over your vision
board, and note down the
dreams and goals that you
realised. You’ll be amazed
by how much you achieved
IRL – and it’ll motivate you
to create a new board for
the year to come.
Now, get ready to slay
2018, girl! ■
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